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Abstract: In 2017, the curriculum nature of English Curriculum Standards for Senior High Schools (2020 Revision) emphasized that students should improve their ability of "autonomy, cooperation and inquiry", and "interaction" has become a key word in the field of educational research and practice. Flanders interaction analysis system (FIAS), proposed by American scholar Flanders, is a method to quantify the new orientation of classroom interaction. This paper reviews and collates the thesis key word in the field of educational research and practice. Flanders interaction analysis system (FIAS), proposed by American emphasized that students should improve their ability of "autonomy, cooperation and inquiry", and "interaction" has become a very important part of classroom teaching. Through the systematic review of foreign literature on teacher-student interaction, it is found that foreign research on teacher-student interaction mainly focuses on three aspects: the type or mode of teacher-student interaction is irreplaceable, and the teacher-student interaction occupies a very important position in modern classroom teaching. Through the systematic review of foreign literature on teacher-student interaction, it is found that foreign research on teacher-student interaction mainly focuses on three aspects: the type or mode of teacher-student interaction in class, the influencing factors of teacher-student interaction and the learning effect of teacher-student interaction in class.
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1. Connotation of "IFIAS" System

"IFIAS" system, the improved Flanders interaction analysis system (full name: Improved Flanders Interaction Analysis System) is a research method based on Flanders interaction analysis system.

In the 1960s, Flanders, an American scholar, proposed the Flanders interaction analysis system (FIAS), which is a method for quantifying new aspects of classroom interaction. In this scale, Flanders classifies classroom behaviors into teacher speech, student speech, silence or confusion on a macro level, and researchers apply these categories in the classroom for quantitative analysis and record. This method has been recognized as a set of recognized, mature and operable classroom interaction measurement tools.

Based on the study of IFAS, Gu Xiaqing and Wang Wei designed and studied a new information technology-based interaction analysis system (ITIAS). Subdivide the original 10 category scale items into 18 categories. Although this can accurately study classroom interaction, it is difficult to carry out due to the large number of items, which is a great research and memory burden for researchers. Based on the above two analysis methods, the "IFIAS" system is produced, and the "IFIAS" system combines the advantages of the above two systems to form a new system (IFIAS) innovatively. The coding system mainly consists of teacher language, student speech, silence and technology. Generally speaking, the system consists of three parts: coding system, classroom observation record and matrix analysis. iFIAS is mainly used in the video-based classroom interaction research. Through the scale analysis of the collected data, the analysis methods of coding, sequence pair, matrix, ratio and dynamic graph are used to explore classroom interactive teaching.

The advantage of iFIAS system is that it can well support the research of classroom interactive teaching in the quantitative environment, and at the same time provide certain criteria for its research. Therefore, this system is often used in some case studies of classroom teaching videos.

2. Related Research on Classroom Interaction between Teachers and Students

2.1. Study Abroad

With the continuous development of society and economy, education is also developing. Traditional classroom teaching has been unable to meet the needs of the new era. As an important part of classroom teaching, the role of teacher-student interaction is irreplaceable, and the teacher-student interaction occupies a very important position in modern classroom teaching. Through the systematic review of foreign literature on teacher-student interaction, it is found that foreign research on teacher-student interaction mainly focuses on three aspects: the type or mode of teacher-student interaction occupies a very important position in modern classroom teaching. Through the systematic review of foreign literature on teacher-student interaction, it is found that foreign research on teacher-student interaction mainly focuses on three aspects: the type or mode of teacher-student interaction in class, the influencing factors of teacher-student interaction and the learning effect of teacher-student interaction in class.

TIMSS uses the observation video method to study the structure of classroom interaction. Based on the observation and research of a certain number of classroom videos, classroom interaction is divided into five categories: collective interaction, group interaction, optional student-subject interaction, optional teacher-subject interaction and mixed interaction. A. A. Bellack's Induced (SOL) -response (RES) -response (REA) dialogue structure is the most representative, and he found that it can be applied to 80% of classroom interactions. In 1975, J.M.Sinclair and R.M. Courthard in the UK divided discourse practice in a class into five units: lesson, interaction, communication, motion and action, and found that classroom discourse has a clear structure. This structure is named "eliciting exchange" and consists of Initiation, Response and Feedback, also known as IRF structure. In 1979, H.Meihan further defined the "IRF" structure in classroom interaction as "IRE" structure from the perspective of communicative ethnography. That is, teacher initiative - student response - teacher evaluation.

Through classroom observation, Catherine et al. concluded that the teacher's interpretation of the same student's behavior...
it is shown that in current English classroom teaching, the amount of teacher discourse is still higher than that of student discourse, the proportion of indirect influence is higher than that of direct influence, and the proportion of student-initiated interaction in classroom. In order to understand the problems in teacher-student verbal interaction, scholars have begun to study the strategies of teacher-student verbal interaction. Gao Wei combined the FIAS analysis system to analyze the national curriculum demonstration class, and came to the conclusion that we should encourage the interaction of accepting students' emotions, praising or encouraging students, accepting students' ideas and students' active questioning. Through experimental analysis, Shen Guipeng concluded that teachers should conduct verbal interaction according to their aptitude, and put forward some suggestions. On the basis of practical research, Zhao Cuilan elaborated and analyzed the misunderstandings and causes of teacher-student interaction in class, so as to conduct in-depth reflection and propose that teacher-student interaction in class is a process for teachers and students to construct meaning and enhance life value. Yang Aike put forward his personal opinion from the aspects of the mode and type of classroom verbal interaction between teachers and students, that is, strengthening the verbal interaction between teachers and students can solve problems well and promote the improvement of students' oral ability.

2.2. Study at Home

Inspired by the study of teacher-student interaction in classroom by foreign researchers, the study of teacher-student interaction in classroom began to set off an upsurge in the 1990s in China.

According to the specific teaching situation of primary and secondary schools in China, Cheng Xiaojiao et al. divided the teacher-student communication behavior into four types: question, answer, request, and evaluation. Among them, the main speech acts of students are questioning and answering. Through observation and analysis of 100 class hours, Shen classified the verbal interaction between teachers and students into 8 types: feedback, types of questioning, emotional atmosphere, teacher personality, speech style, interaction process, development and rhythm. It is also pointed out that different types of teacher-student verbal interaction may occur simultaneously. Wu Kangning and the researchers in the same research group summarized three representative observation items lists including the Flanders teacher-student interaction observation category system, and on this basis designed the observation items list of "individual speech communication behaviors of teachers and students in the classroom". Among them, teachers' verbal communication behaviors include questions, replies, demands, evaluations and others, while students' verbal communication behaviors include answers, objections, questions and others.

With the advancement of curriculum reform, more and more teachers and scholars have found the problems of teacher-student verbal interaction in the actual classroom. In order to understand the problems, many domestic scholars went deep into the classroom and observed the classroom, and then pointed out the problems in the interaction between teachers and students in the classroom. Shen Guipeng's research found that for students with different academic performance, some teachers will show different speech styles. For students with high scores, teachers tend to adopt democratic language expressions that respect students' individuality. For students with poor performance, teachers tend to use negative and controlling language expressions. Through investigation and research, CAI Xuemei pointed out some problems in teacher-student verbal interaction in reading teaching, including some teachers' insufficient attention to teacher-student verbal interaction, insufficient encouraging language for students and weak evaluation effect. Yang Yuqin and Ni Juan, in order to understand the verbal interaction between teachers and students in the real classroom, appropriately supplemented the FIAS coding categories and conducted empirical research in the classroom. The study found that teachers' teaching language is too much, and students' initiative is not strong.

In order to improve the problems in teacher-student verbal interaction, scholars have begun to study the strategies of teacher-student verbal interaction. Gao Wei combined the FIAS analysis system to analyze the national curriculum demonstration class, and came to the conclusion that we should encourage the interaction of accepting students' emotions, praising or encouraging students, accepting students' ideas and students' active questioning. Through experimental analysis, Shen Guipeng concluded that teachers should conduct verbal interaction according to their aptitude, and put forward some suggestions. On the basis of practical research, Zhao Cuilan elaborated and analyzed the misunderstandings and causes of teacher-student interaction in class, so as to conduct in-depth reflection and propose that teacher-student interaction in class is a process for teachers and students to construct meaning and enhance life value. Yang Aike put forward his personal opinion from the aspects of the mode and type of classroom verbal interaction between teachers and students, that is, strengthening the verbal interaction between teachers and students can solve problems well and promote the improvement of students' oral ability.

2.3. Summary

Scholars at home and abroad have studied teacher-student verbal interaction from the perspectives of types, models, problems and strategies, and the research shows that there are many types and models of teacher-student verbal interaction. At the same time, domestic scholars can understand the problems existing in teacher-student verbal interaction in first-line classrooms through in-depth classroom, and put forward corresponding strategies for them. The author has studied the domestic and foreign researches on teacher-student speech interaction from different dimensions, and found that there are still some shortcomings in the relevant researches: First, the pertinence of relevant researches is insufficient. In the existing researches, scholars tend to focus on the whole field of education, but the specific research to a certain section of education or education discipline is relatively scarce. Second, the relevant research focuses on the analysis of teachers' speech and neglects the study of students' speech behavior. This study focuses on the English curriculum of senior high school, and with the help of iFIAS, makes a comprehensive analysis of the teacher-student verbal interaction in the classroom, so as to
objectively and comprehensively reflect the characteristics of the teacher-student verbal interaction in the current English curriculum of senior high school.

3. Related Research on Flanders Interactive Analysis System

3.1. Study Abroad

In the 1950s and 1960s, there was widespread dissatisfaction with the quality of schooling in the United States. They believe that the quality of education is low and that schools tend to be bureaucratic. In this context, there is an urgent need for a tool that can scientifically evaluate the quality of classroom teaching, and interactive analysis comes into being. Among them, the most typical is the Flanders Interaction Analysis System (FIAS) in 1970, which marks the beginning of classroom observation in the modern sense. Flanders Interactive Analysis System (FIAS), as an interactive analysis technology for classroom teaching, was designed by Flanders through a large number of classroom observations. The content of classroom speech measured by Flanders Interactive Analysis coding system is shown in Table 1.

| Table 1. Flanders Interactive Analysis Coding System (FIAS) |
|-------------------------------|-----------------|
| Category          | Encoding   | Contents |
| Teacher language | Direct influence | 1 | Express emotion |
| | | 2 | Encourage and praise |
| | | 3 | Take advice |
| | | 4 | Ask questions |
| | Indirect influence | 5 | Teach |
| | | 6 | Order |
| | | 7 | Criticize |
| Student language | 8 | Answer back |
| Silence or confusion | 9 | Initiative |
| | | 10 | Null language |

As a quantitative research tool, FIAS is scientific and objective to a certain extent, and overcomes the inevitable subjectivity in traditional classroom observation to a certain extent. Therefore, FIAS has been applied to classroom interaction research by most scholars for the purpose of objectively analyzing the classroom and finding problems. However, any kind of research tool will have some limitations or deficiencies in the early stage of development. Therefore, the research on Flanders interactive analysis system has been mainly focused on two aspects at home and abroad. One is the research on its adjustment and improvement; the other is the research on teacher-student interaction in a specific class or several classes by using FIAS.

Once FIAS was put forward, it attracted the attention of many scholars abroad. In order to enable trainee teachers to discover problems from teaching details and improve teaching quality, Amidon and Hough subdivide part of the interactive behavior of FIAS coding system and expand the total number of codes to 24, which is the modification proposal of Flanders Interactive analysis system. However, the large increase of coding categories increases the difficulty of operation for classroom observers. In addition, many scholars have applied it to the real classroom to explore the teacher-student verbal interaction. Jerome (1970), an American scholar, applied FIAS to high school classrooms in Massachusetts and published his empirical research results.

3.2. Study at Home

Domestic researchers have also carried out corresponding research and improvement on FIAS. Ning Hong and Wu Jinhong made the following improvements to the Flanders interactive analysis system: First, Flanders interactive analysis requires sampling every 3 seconds at the observation site and recording the code. They changed to a class record that first made descriptive observations on the teaching video, then divided the class record into 3-second segments, repeatedly compared the video and the class record to understand the meaning of the language behavior in each time segment, and assigned a value to the language behavior in each time segment according to the understanding of the meaning. Second, computerize the analysis process. Thirdly, Flanders interaction analysis is combined with descriptive observation, interview and other qualitative research methods to obtain the original research data by various methods, and the conclusion is obtained through in-depth analysis of the original data. Scholars Gu Xiaqing and Wang Wei divided "teacher questioning" into "open questions asked by teachers" and "closed questions asked by teachers", added two categories of "students' active questioning" and "discussion with peers", and added three categories of technology, including "teacher manipulation technology", "student manipulation technology" and "technology effect students". The qualitative evaluation method is combined with the quantitative evaluation method. FIAS was improved to ITAS (information technology-based interaction analysis system).

Subsequently, many domestic scholars began to apply the improved Flanders interactive analysis system in real classrooms. Shi Lili introduced the application of Flanders interactive analysis system in practical classroom teaching in detail, and said that it is an innovation in the field of education and provides a new research perspective for people to conduct classroom language interaction analysis. Xue Xiaoming made a quantitative analysis of the video materials of a teacher's class "American Civil War" in the history class of Modern and modern World History (I) in the second grade of senior high school. The quantitative analysis methods mainly included time series analysis and Flanders interaction analysis in the classroom teaching process, and on the basis of the analysis, he put forward suggestions for the class. Wang Lizhen et al., starting with two demonstration classes integrating information technology with curriculum, adopted time series analysis and Flanders interactive analysis methods to conduct quantitative analysis on the teaching process, teacher behavior, student activities, and application of information technology in classroom teaching, and found out the successful teaching experience and teaching inspiration of the demonstration class. Based on FIAS and ITIAS, many scholars have improved Flanders Interaction Analysis System to iFIAS (iFIAS). For example, the iFIAS assistant analysis tool developed by Fang Haiguang et al contains the iFIAS coding assistant program (Figure 1) and the iFIAS analysis program (Figure 2).

In recent years, many researchers have used the iFIAS interactive analysis system improved by Fang Haiguang and others to analyze lessons. For example, Chen Zhenguo et al. adopted the improved Flanders interaction analysis method to objectively present the differences in the types, structures and characteristics of teacher-student interaction between "flipped classroom" and general classroom in middle school physics, providing references for classroom research in other disciplines. Zhang Xiaojia et al. took the elementary school
mathematics interactive classroom as an example and used iFIAS to analyze and study teaching behaviors to understand the impact of events in classroom interactive situations, so as to help teachers understand and then improve their teaching behaviors. Luo Gang et al. used the “Improved Flanders Interactive analysis system” to conduct a comparative study on eight aspects, including the interaction mode in some informationized high school English classes in Guangxi, and analyzed the characteristics of teacher-student interaction in informationized classes and the shortcomings in normal classes.

3.3. Summary

Based on the research results of domestic and foreign scholars on FIAS, it can be found that the development of FIAS is a process of continuous adjustment and optimization along with the reform of education and the progress of educational technology. Compared with traditional FIAS and ITIAS, iFIAS proposed by Fang Haiguang et al. has certain advantages. First, iFIAS coding system has strong operability. iFIAS not only reduced the number of codes to 16, but also developed iFIAS coding assistants, reducing the burden on researchers and improving work efficiency. Secondly, the advantages of traditional FIAS coding system and ITIAS coding system are integrated. It can not only encode the application of information technology, but also judge the teaching mode by analyzing the matrix. Therefore, iFIAS was adopted as a research tool in this study.
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